Some Concluding
and
Evaluating Remarks

Some

of

the

definitions

of

/samyagjnana) given by the opponents

valid

cognition

(piirvapak~a)

(pramii

have been

logically rejected by the Naiyayikas, but there are a few more
definitins given by Dharmaraja Adhvarindra, Dharmakirti, Narayana
Bhatta, Hemchandra etc which are not taken into account or rejected
by the N aiyayikas in the works available so far. In this chapter our
noble task is to encounter these problems and reject them with the
help of some independent arguments and an attempt is made to have
their probable solutions from the Nyaya point of view.
Dharmaraja Adhvarindra in his definition of pramii has used
two

terms

'uncontradicted'

(aviidhita)

and

'unacquired'

(anadhigata) as adjuncts of the content of prama. He has used the

term 'arthavi§ayaka' as an adjective of cognition which means that
the valid cognition must have some object as as its content
(arthavi~ayaka).

cognition

of

It indicates that it is the definition of epistemic

the

phenomenal

world.

This

object

must

be

i

uncontradicted .or non-sublated by the later cognition. To judge the
acquired cognition corresponds to the fact (avadhita) or not depends on the verification. If it is really raining outside, it is to be
taken as uncontradicted (avlidhita). In other words, whether the
acquired cognition of water is really in the case of water or in the
case of mirage can be determined through the pragmatic utility ofit.
If the cognition of water really serves the purpose i.e. quenching the
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thirst etc. the acquired cognition may be taken as contradicted.
Hence, the phenomenon of uncontradictedness always depends on
the external factor, which goes in favour of extrinsic validity of
truth

(parata~

priimti"l}ya). How can the intrinsic validity (svatah

priimtil}ya) be substantiated? This question is not replied in the

Advaita frame-work given by Dharmaraja Adhvarindra. On the one
hand, the Advaitins propagate the theory of intrinsic validity
(svatab prCimtif}ya) and prescribe uncotradictedness (avadhitatva) as

an adjunct of the object of valid cognition, which seems to be
paradoxical. This paradox cannot easily be removed if the Advaitins
do not accept the extrinsic validity of truth so far as phenomenal
objects are concerned. The theory of intrinsic validity of truth
(svata/;lpramal}ya) can easily be admitted in the case of meta-

physical truth, which is depended on the Agamic statements. The
Vedic statements are always true and hence they are intrinsically
true.

Other

than

these

the

avadhitatva

can

be

determined

extrinsically.

Dharmaraja Adhvarindra has raised earlier a problem against
the Nyaya concept of prama. This view needs a through review. To
Dharmaraja

the

sense-object-contact

(indriyartha.:.sannikar~a),

consideration or paramarsa, cognition of similarity (sadrsyajfiana)
and awareness of the intention of the speaker (tatparyajfiana) are
taken as an attribute (gw}a) of the perceptual, inferential, cognition
i

through comparison and testimonial cognition respectively. They
think if sense-object-contact is the attribute or gw}a of perceptual
cognition, it would have been remain permanently due to the
eternality of the relation called inherence (samavaya) remaining
between attribute (gul)a) and the possessor of the attribute (guni)~
But in the actual world perception is possible without sense-objectcontact as in the case of the perception of self. Again:, the cognition
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of the ·colour etc. 1s cognized though there 1s no sense-objectcontact.
In response to the above mentioned view of the Advaitins the
N aiyayikas may add the following arguments in favour of their own
conclusion. To Nyaya a cognition becomes aprama if there is any
defect either in the sense organ or in other parts essential for
generating cognition (do~a 'pramanyaQ- janaka~)~ If there are defects
kaca etc in the eye etc,· or too much proximity (atisiimipya). or too
much

remoteness

or

(atidiiratva)

having

some

obstacles

(pratibandhaka) etc, there arises a false cognition. If, on the other

hand, there is no such defects

(do~iibhava)

i.e .. eye is free from

defects like kaca etc, having no other defects like too much
proximity etc, it achieves the status of attribute (gul}a) by way of
being free from defects

(do~abhava).

Having normal ·vision is an

attribute of visual sense-organ. It it is endowed with defect, it will
lose its normal character. Hence gw}a suggests two sides: negative
side in the form of the absence of defect and positive side in the
form of achivement of quality of having normal vision etc. The
meanmg of the term "gul}a" has to be taken in this sense which is
not taken by the Advaitins. The gul}a has been taken as m an
extended sense, while the N aiyayikas have taken· it as a restricted
or technical sense. So the description of sense-object-contact,
paramarsa, cognition of similarity, and cognition of tiitparya as an
1

attribute or gw;za does not grasp the accurate meaning of the 'term
used

by the Naiyayikas.

paramada

etc

as

an

They have
uncommon

taken
cause

these

sannikar~a,

(asadharanakliral}a)

associated with operative process (vyapara) which is technically
called karal}a or instrumental factor. We may at best say that
between this karal}a

and result i.e.

perceptual

or inferential

cognition there is cause and effect relationship but not gul}a and
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gunf (attribute and possessor of the attribute). The karal}a and
karw;a are the generating factors of a valid cognition if and only if
there is the absence of defect or presence of attribute. Hence the
instrumental factors like sense-object-contact cannot be taken as

gul}a or attribute as taken by the Advaitins.
Further, even of sense-object-contact is taken as an attribute,
it cannot be said that there is absence of it to apprehend colour etc
of an object. The Naiyayikas are very much clear when they
enumerate

sannikar~as

different

or contacts. When a jar is

conjoined with the eye, there is a specific contact called samyoga. A
man by nature cannot remain satisfied with mere cognition of a jar
and hence he afterwards tries to see the colour inhered in the
particular jar, which is also a kind of sense-object-contact called

samyuktasamavaya (conjoined inherence). In the like manner, the
property called colourness inhered in colour is apprehended with the
help of the sense-object-contact

(sannikar~a)

called samyukrta-

samaveta-samavaya (i.e. inherence inhered in the conjoined). Hence,
colourness, colour etc are apprehended though the sense-objectcontact called samavetasamavaya etc. So it is not true that when
sannikar~a

colour is apprehended,

ts not there. The view of the

Advaitins is not tenable. Even the cognition of self, according to
Nyaya is also possible through some extra-ordinary means of
perceptual cognition
.

(alaukikapratyak~a)

i

which is called yogaja.

Though the self is not cognized directly through sense-objectcontact, yet there is an indirect means where sense-organ becomes
operative. Generally sense-organ have got two types of power-gross

(sthiila) and subtle

(suk~ma).

Normally a sense organ can reveal an

object proximate to it, but it has got some extraordinary 'surplus
power')(as coined by Rabindranath Tagore) which can reveal those
existing in past, present and future. Hence, it is not true that sense-
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organ· remain operative with the help of the power of self. Moreover
whenever the colour etc of an object is cognized, sense-organ i.e.the
eye is directly connected with the object i.e. jar and indirectly to the
colour of it. Direct relation is called

sak~iit

and indirect relation is

called parampara. Both are accepted in the Nyaya system of
Philosophy. So it is not true that the sense object-contact is not
found in the case of the apprehension of colour etc. It is completely
a misunderstanding for the part of the Advaitins to the Nyaya view.

The second problem is raised by Dharmaraja Adhvarindra in
the case of asal/ingakapariimarsa'\i.e. consideration where hnga or
sign is falsely apprehended). The Advaitins think that the cognition
in the form of pariimarsa or

consideration has been taken as an

attribute (gUJ;za) of the inferential cognition (anumiti)

which is a

gunf and hence there must be an eternal relation. The Advaitins have
shown an exception in the case of pariimarsa where there is actually
no sign or probans, but anumiti is possible. That is, inspite of not
having proper pariimar.§a there is an inferential cognition, which
may be taken as an empediment of the eternal relation between gUJ}a
and gunf.

In reply it may be argued by the Naiyayikas that pariimarsa is
not an attribute, but an operative process (vyapara) in the Nyaya
terminology. If there is a case where there is not proper pariimarsa,
'

by virtue of not having the proper cognition of probans. It may·.
happen that there is a false cognition of a hetu which gives rise to
the proper cognition of sadhya in the subject. In this case though
there is no pariimarsa yet the attainment of siidhya or inferential
cognition is

accidental or yadrcchiki as coined by the Carvakas.

Generally a right cognition of hetu gives rise to a proper cognition
of slidhya. But sometimes the attainment of right siidhya through a
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wrong hetu may be accidental or klikatiilfya which has no causal
connection. The causal connection lies between pariimarsa and
anumiti, but not the relation between gm;za and gun I as accepted by

the Advaitins. Such type of accidental achivement of result from a
false probans. or non-existent probans is just like manimantravat
(like gem and mantra). Sometimes we get a good result from
weanng a gem or uttering a mantra but this may be taken as
accidental or kadiicit which is devoid of causalities.

So far as the Buddhist definition of valid cognition (pramii

=

pramiil}a) is concerned, it is not free from some problems. That

which corresponds to reality

(avisamviidakam) is called valid

cognition (pramii).If this definition is taken for granted, it leads to
several problems.

First, to the Buddhists there is no distinction between valid
cognition (prama)

and its instrument (pramtilJa).

cognition cum instrument (prama
perception
(pratyak~a)
(svalak~alJa)

(pratyak~a)

captures

an

and

=

pramiilJa) is of two types -

inference

object

This valid

(anumana).

which 1s

Perception

of unique-character

1.e. having some unique character remaining for a

single. moment.
conceptualisation.

Svalak~al}a
Svalak~al}a

1s

inexpressible

as

it

is

beyond

enjoys a non-linguistic ontology. If

someone attempts to communicate the experience of

svalak~a1}a

then

;

1

it will involve . mental construction (kalpana). Such constructions
(kalpana) have to persist through more than one moment. In order to

disclosethe unique singular that

svalak~alJa

is. It flashes across the

consciousness in a twinkle. That which exists is momentary in
character (yat sat tat

k~anikam).

An object remaining for more than

one moment must be unreal (asat). An object known in terms of
theoretic constructionis a post eventum affair and it is not any
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longer the singular apprehended earlier. Moments pass between
apprehending a singular and its judgmental awareness through the
use of concepts and relations. The Buddhists call it inference
(anumiina). When it is said that something corresponding to reality

is called valid cognition (pramii), it may be asked whether its
correspondence to the fact is known within a moment or not.
Whether an object corresponds to the fact or not needs at least a few
moments to judge. After a few moments when we come to know that
our previous knowledge corresponds to the fact, it is no more unique
in character
(siimiinya

(svalak~ar;a),

lak~aJ}a).

but it becomes a universal character

Hence the definition of valid cognition (pramii)

in terms of unfailing correspondence (avisamviidaka)'icannot cover
unique real

(svalak~ar;a)

or perception which is the real truth or

absolute truth (paramarthasatya). Moreover, an object is to be taken
as existent (sat) if it has causal efficacy (arthakriyakliritva). An
object having unique-momentary-character

(sva/ak~ar;a)

cannot be

known as having causal efficacy with in moment and hence its
unfailing correspondence to the reality (avisamviidakatva) cannot be
judged within a moment.

The concept of umque momentary real

(svalak~ar;a)

is so

explicated that it is free from theoretic construction or kalpanii and
as

such

it

ts

said

to

be

self-revealing

and

non-erroneous.

Dharmakirti holds the view of momentariness of the reals and at the
same time

ass~rts

i

that' the non-erroneous character of a unique

singular be ascertained extrinsically (parata}J).

The

datum of

awareness is credible if it 1s causally efficacious in terms of
attaining some aim. If this
character

(svalak~ar;a)

IS

of an

accepted, the unique-momentaryentity cannot be protected.

For

example, the awareness of water would be veridical if it leads to
quenching thirst. It is called unfailing correspondence which is not
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·

applicable to perceptual unique particular object· which has got
primary status in Buddhist epistemology. Jayanta has vehemently
criticized this Buddhist notion of valid-cognition- cum-instrument

(prama = pramtzl}a) in his Nyaya-Maiijari. Jayanta raises a question
to the Buddhists - (a) Does a source of cognition (prama7Ja) lead an
individual to avail an object endowed with the unique singular ? or
(b) Does it lead to the availability of an object bearing mental
ascription ? The secopnd one is not possible as inference is not a
umque

(svalak~a7Ja)

particular

apprehended.

A

direct

so

that

awareness

IS

it
not

can

be

directly

possible

through

conceptualisation which is an inference. So far as the first question
is concerned, an object is revealed but cannot be ·attained due to its
existence for a moment which is too inadequate to be grasped. They
themselves admit that the object apprehended through concept is
unreal and hence it is not possible to attain. If an individual gets
something accidentally, it does not come under the purview of
perceptual and inferential cognition. That is, the attainment of an
object is not result of perception or inference. Hence, the unfailing
correspondence to the reality is not possible at all. ("yattranumane

pradarsanameva
badham

nasti,

ka

kntha

pradarsanamasti;

na

tatprapanasya.
tu

pradarsitam

k~anikatvenatikrantatvat

kakatii/Tyameva.

Na

tu

Pratyak~e

tu

prapyate;

miilabhiitavastupraptistu
tadariyatarenapi

prama~Jenapi

spr.s;ram

yadgatva prapuate" ~
The entity apprehended through pure sensation Is real and
uniquely singular

(svalak~a7Ja)

as told earlier. It is impossible to

attain the momentary entity, but the series of the momentary entities
can be grasped. Hence it is the determinate perception (savikalpaka)
which is formed through the series of momentary entities leading to
the successful inclination (saphalapravrtti).
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Though the object

which 1s cognized through imagination (kalpanti) is based on the
senes of momentary real entities, an individual gets a real entity
even though he is adopting inference. The grasp of real object by
inference

is

accidental just as

an

individual having

illusory

cognition of something really gets an object. Though the inferential
cognition or determinate cognition is unreal to the Buddhists, yet
real is sometimes can be grasped, as the source of mental ascriptions
is real. Hence an instrument of valid cognition (pramtil}a) leads to
the attainment of an object having conceptual ascriptions. Hence, if
there is any unfailing correspondence to the reality, it is possible in
the

siimiiQyalak~al}a

level

which

.1s

phenomenal

reality

(samvrtisatya) but not absolute reality (paramartha satya). ("Yatra
pratyak~a

svalak~al}avisayatvat

vastu

k~anikatvenapriiptyasambhave

'pi

tat

santanadhyavasayajananameva
tvaropitlirtha

tasya

ca

santanaprapti}J

prapakatvam.

Anumtinasya

visayatve 'pi

mulabhfita

vastuk~anaparamparyaprabhavatvatmaniprabhammJibuddhivat

tatpraptya priipakatvam "?
So far as the Mimamsa view is concerned, it is not tenable. To
them the prior unacquired cognition (ajfititatattvarthajfitinam) is
called valid cognition.

They think that the term 'unacquired'

(ajfitita) has been used in order to exclude memory (smrti) and
repeated version (anuvadalThe exclussion of memory (smrti) from
the purview of valid c6gnition can be supported through. But the
reasoning for exclusion of repeated version from the purview of
valid cognition cannot be taken for granted. Though they admit that
cognition

Uniina),

the

object

(vi~aya)

and

the

condition

for

manifestation of the object (praka{ya), it is very difficult to
understand

the

distinction

between

object

(vi§aya)

and

the

manifestation of an object (prakafya). To them the manifestation of
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an object is different in different moments. It is very difficult to
understand the difference between an object and its manifestation
(prlikaJya). A question may be raised in this connection - whether

an object is known without its manifestation or not. I think an object
is known without its manifestation. It is not conceivable th.at an
object is known but not manifested. If it is said that an object and
its manifestation is not different, it is not tentamount to say that fire
and its lumination are different, which is not correct. The fact that
the fire exists Is proved through its luminous character. Hence,
object and its manifestation cannot be different. Moreover, the
cognition is generally compared with a lamp by virtue of its
function of revelation. As the Mimamsaka believe the cognition
Unana) and its object, it proves that the cognition reveals the object.

As cognition reveals an object, there is no necessity of accepting
another factor called priika{ya for its revelation. There is no point in
accepting both cognition and manifestation for the revelation of an
object.

Normally

different

manifestations

(priikafya)

and

time

moments (kiilamsa) limited by the corresponding manifestations are
very subtle to understand though the Mimamsakas claim that it is
not so. If an individual manifestation remains in a particular
moment of time, the time-particle is very difficult to perceive due to
its extreme subtleness. When we keep looking towards an object for
a particular peri()d of

ti~e,

do we really feel that an object existing

in a particular moment is different from that existing in another
particular moment ? Normally it is not experienced. Though an
object remains changing at every moment, there is a logical
necessity of accepting it. But an object is not generally cognised as
different in the persistent cognition. If an object existing in the first
moment,

there would arise the possibility of the absence of
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recognitive cognition. An object cognized for five moments cannot
be cognized as different apparently. If the repeated version of a
cognition does not come under the purview of valid cognition

(prama), the recognitive cognition (pratyabhijfiCt) would not come
under the purview of valid cognition. But they are called Valid
cognition (prama). Hence the repeated version excepting the case of
memory must be taken as valid cognition.
The J aina logicians are of the opinion that authentic cognition

(prama) is 'svaparavyavasayijfianam'. It means that the nature of
authentic cognition (prama) is to be self-revealing as well as object
disclosing. Just as a lamp reveals its object as well as itself, a
cognition reveals both itself and its content. To them, the relation
between self and the cognition is explained as both different and
non-different (bhedabheda), which is in consonance with their
principle of anekG.ntavada.

This cognition or jfiana is generally taken as any cognition of
. an object while the term 'prama' is used in a strict logical sense. To
them the definite cognition about an object which is completely
different from doubt, error etc. is prama. In other words, the
definiteness is an essential feature of the validity of cognition~ The
characteristic of being definite is not different from the view of the
N aiyayikas who believe that the definite cognition can alone be

prama. But the .term 'definiteness' is explained in a slight different
way by the Jainas. To them definiteness lies in the determination of
an object in the mode (naya) in which it really exists.
Other J aina logicians like Divakara, Siddhasena etc. define

prama as having capacityto reveal itself and its content as said
earlier which remains

uncontradicted
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(pramal}am

svaparabhasi

Jnanam badhavivarjitam I svaparabhasakam yatha pramiilJam bhuvi
buddhilak~a1Jam).

Akalanka,

10

a

Jaina

thinker,

defines

means

of

authentic

cognition (pramiina) as cognition which is uncontradicted and which
manifests

the

unknown

object

anadhigatarthlidhigamalak~anatvat

( "Pramiil)am

avisamviidijiUinam

"t But naya is the cognition of a

thing in a particular context or it is the relationship of a thing with
the cognizer. Naya is a particular standpoint from which we can
make

our judgment about a particular thing (niyate

gamyate

arthaikades/o 'neneti nayaf,l). As human beings are not omniscient by
virtue of the fact that they possess limited authentic cognition and
capacity, they cannot cognize all the properties of an object at a
time or in different times. They can cognize something which is
limited and relative. The J ainas have taken recourse to the principle
of naya to cognize this relative nature which is true of an object.
This is the nature of authentic cognition (pramii). When a particular
property of an object is definitely cognized, it is through particular
mode (naya). When the various properties of an object are cognized
or diverse properties are authentically cognized at a time, it is
through pramiilJa. Hence, both naya and pramii1Ja are essential for
having a true nature of an object. That is pramii of an object
presupposes both. But it should always be kept in mind that in Jaina
logic absolute affirmation and absolute negation is not possible due
i

to their belief in Syadviida which suggests that everything is of 'may
be' in character. All judgments are partial ascription to reality
which cannot be grasped 'wholly'.
The above mentioned thesis of the J ainas is not beyond
question. First, the definition of definiteness is very vague. It is said
as definite if an object is determined in the mode in which it exists
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really. If it is accepted, the determination of an object in a
particular mode in which it really exists becomes very difficult in
sometimes, though not always. When a jar is determined in a
particular mode i.e. having real colour in which it really is, it is said
to be definite or right. But it is quite natural that when a jar is
authentically cognized as having colour, it is cognized as having
shape, having power containing water etc. which the jar really
possess. According to the Jainas, these two aspects of a jar (having
shape and power containing water) would not come under the
purview of our cognition, which is not acceptable. As soon as one
aspect

of

an

entity

Is

cognized,

others

are

also

cognized

simultaneously without any effect, which cannot be denied. I do not
know how would they explain such cognition ?

Secondly, PramaiJa and prama is not clearly distinguished
when it is said - 'prama7Jam svaparabhasijfianam biidhavivarjitam'
etc. in this context pramcu;za is described as a cognition revealing
self as well as its context. If cognition which is uncontradicted
become a pramal)a, what is the distinction between prama and

pramana ? Perhaps like Buddhists they do make a clear distinction
between prama and pramakarar;w. To the Buddhists it is natural
because

they

believe

(k~anabhmigavada),
(svalak~al}a)

m

the

theories

of

momentariness

unique momentary existence of real entity

etc. according to which both may remain in the same

point of time. J3ut to the J ainas there is no sufficient argument in
favour of such non-distinction, which is again substantiated from
the following definition- 'prama!Jam avisamvadijnanam .... 'etc.

Keeping this problem in view Hemchandra has made some
patch works on this non-distinction and tried to say that the
authentic

cognition

(samyak

jfiana)
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Is

acquired

through

the

12-

instrumental cognition (samyagarthanirl]ayam pramiiljam).

From

this it is not clear what is the nature of instrument of authentic
cognition (pramiikarm;za) is.
Lastly, it is said by the Jaina logicians that when a property of
an object is cognized it is through naya. When various aspects of an
entity is cognized, they are cognized through pramiiiJa. To cognize
an object generally and specifically both naya and pramiiYJa are
required and hence pramii needs both. If this view is accepted, one
could raise the questions - (a) If naya functions as revealer of some
entity, why is it not a pramiil}a ? If naya reveals something, it
serves the function of a pramiiYja. Why is it distinguished from a
pramiilJa ? If it is not pramiilJa, what is the status of it ?. Does it

have instrumental value like mind, sense-organ etc ? All these
questions remain unresolved if the J aina view is accepted. (b) If
naya is an essential factor for revelation of an object and it is not a
pramiil}a, how can it provide us a relative cognition of an object ?

The route of relative cognition and absolute cognition may be the
same. One can at least say that perception is the route of absolute
cognition. But if naya can provide us a cognition, it must be taken
as a separate pramiir;a or pramii-yielding means, which is not
accepted in their logic. If there is any conflict in the data of the
given object, which one is to be taken as supreme ? Many properties
of an object may be c0gnized through pramiirza no doubt. If some
1
one says that t~e four ·properties are cognized one by one through
the help of naya, would be taken as pramii. As these are acquired
through naya, it must be pramii. If some other person cognize the
same through pramal}a, which one will be superior? All these
problems may anse on the path of our understanding if such Jaina
views are accepted.
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If all units of cognition are taken as relative, there would arise
the problem of human behaviour. When we have the cognition of a
jar, all aspects of jar do not come to our awareness. A few aspects
cognized rightly can provide us the cognition of the object. On that
basis we. have inclination (pravrtti), refraining from (nivrtti) and
indifference

(upek~ii)

towards this. If everything is taken as relative,

the determining cognition would never come to our mind leading to
its non-recognition. Due to this non-recognition pravrtti etc are not
possible.

Hence,

the

J aina

theory

cannot

explain

our

daily

behaviour.

That is why, Vatsayana has forwarded a syllogistic argument
m the following manner - 'pramru:zam arthavat pravrttisamarthyat'
i.e. pramtil}a becomes meaningful or efficacious, as it leads us to the
successful

inclination.

The

capacity

of leading

to

suc·cessful

inclination (pravrttisamarthya) is the probans (hetu) through which
the meaningfulness or reality or efficaciousness (arthavatta) is
inferred.
which is

This efficaciousness (arthavattii) remains in pramtil}a
pak~a

here. The form of invariable concommitance (vyapti)

would be framed as follows : 'yatra yatra pravrttisiimarthyain tatra

tatra arthavatta' i.e. wherever there is the capability of leading to
successful inclination there is the efficaciousness or reality of

pramtina. It is possible as alone pramar,w has got the power of
apprehending

an

object.

('Pramti1Jato 'rthapratipattau

pravrttistimarthyat arthavat pramarzam ') 13
It may be argued that how is the right cognition of pramana is

possible ? It is the contention of Vatsayana that the right cognition
of the sixteen categories in which pramti1Ja is the first leads us to
the · attainment of the highest good (ni~sreyasaf' If the right
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cognition of the first category i.e. pramara IS not possible, how it

(pramtirza) can illumine other categories.
Considering

the

of pramti1Ja

importance

Vatsayana

has

explained its various function In his Bhasya at the very outset.
Without the proper cognition of pramar;a the object cannot be
properly grasped. If it is not grasped properly, no one can have
successful

inclination towards

the

object.

The

cognizer,

after

cognizing an object with the help of pramti7Ja (means of knowing),
wants to avail or forsake the object. The effort in the form of
availing or forsaking is called volition. Whether our volition Is
successful or not depends on the result of the inclination. The object
is in the form of happiness or the cause of happiness. It may also be
in the form of misery or the cause of misery. These objects of

pramtina are infinite in number as the persons adopting these are
infinite

m

( "Prama11amantarena

number.

nlirthapratipattil}

narthapratpattimantarena pravrttislimarthyam. PramtilJam khalvam
jfititiirthamiipalabhhya

tamarthamabhipsati

Tasyepsajihlisii-prayuktasyasamlha

jihasati

prav~ttirityheyate.

va.

Samarthyain

phalenabliiswnbandha~.

piinarasyal)

Samihamanastamarthamabhipsiin jihasan vii tamarthamiipnoti jahati
vii Arthastu sukham sukhahetusca, duhkham duhkhahetusca .. So 'yam

pramtil}artho 'parisamkheyah pranabhrdbhedasyaparisamkheyatvat "!5'
According

to

'

the

nihilists

sceptics,

the

right

cognition

(tattvajntina) of the category called pramtilJa is not at all possible
and hence there is no possibility of having right cognition of other
objects. To Goutama the real means of the right cognition is called

pramtina. When we have an awareness, it is very difficult to detect
the rightness of the awareness. That is why, the determination of the
rightness of pramtina which is called pramtil}ya is beyond our
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capacity. For this reason Goutama's Nyaya Philosophy would turn
into a Sastra which is full of inconsistencies and paradoxes. In order
to avoid such problems and to refute such views of the nihilists and
sceptics, Vatsayana at the very outset begins with the determination
of

the· validity

or

rightness

of pramiif}a

with

the

texts

pramiil}ato 'rthapratipattau etc.

The

phrase

nondeviated

'pramiil}am

arthavat'

means

pramii7Ja

1s

to the object (arthavyabhiciiri). In other words, the

nature and essential characteristics of an object as revealed by
pramiiiJa coincide with its real nature which is technically called
arthavyabhicarf. The function of pramii1Ja is to reveal the real

nature of an object. From the revelation of the real nature of an
object the rightness of pramiina is proved. The suffix matup added
to artha (arthavat) denotes 'an eternal connection' (nityayoga)
which

indicates

the · fact

of

non-deviatedness

of

an

object

(avyabhicaritii). It 1s called Siidhya of the inference which 1s

inferred

on

the

strength

of

the

argument

or

hetu

'pravrttisamarthya' i.e capacity of leading to successful inclination.

If an individual attains right cognition of an object through
pramiil)a, he will be able to incline or reject something if he is

desirous of doing so. If otherwise, it will not be taken as pramii7Ja,
but as

pseudo-pramii7Ja~

The illusory cognition must be taken as a
1
pseudo- pramii1J.a (pram ii7Jiibhasa), as it cannot lead someone to the
successful activity. If someone ·attains the cognition of snake in
place

of rope,

his

inclination or rejection

does not become

successful. As in the pseudo cognition of snake there is no snake at
all, the inclination etc becomes meaningless. That is why, the fact of
being non-deviatedness to the object (arthavyabhicaritva) is the
uncommon property of pramiiQa which is called pramiil)ya. It is also
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endorsed

by

Jayanta

Bhatta

who

says

'tasya

svaprameyavyabhiciiritvam nama prama7Jyarh'.

Though Vatsayana has tried to refute the nihilists and sceptics
in this way and to establish the pramiif}ya of pramiifJa through s9me
inferential procedure as shown above, one may ask another question
as to how can the pramiilJya of the above mentioned inference be be
determined ? If pramii7Jya of the above inference is dependent on
another inference, how can the pramiil}ya be determined of the
second one ? If there is the doubt of the pramiiJJya, there cannot be
the ascertainment of the same.

In response to this the N aiyayikas are of the opinion that there
does not always arise the doubt of prZimii1Jya in each and every
caseof inference or inferential cognition. Innumerable works have
been done depending on time which inferred from the watch. Many
theories have been discovered depending on the mathematical
calculations. But there does not always arise the doubt of pramiipya.
Daily buiseness is continued on the basis of the weight taken
through the scales, which is not always doubted. Moreover, if there
is doubt, the cause of it must be shown. If someone adduces some
arguments in favour of some doubt, he has to take recourse to
inference whose validity must be admitted. If there is no argument
in favour of doubt, it would be taken as unreal. As there is
i
innumerable pieces of inference through which our life is moving
forward, there is no question of such doubt. Otherwise, there would
not have been inclination towards some activities or objects. Even
the sceptics are inclined to some actions out of having some sort of
certainty on these. If the phenomenon of successful inclination
becomes deviated from object, it would remain in the pseudopramiil}a also. If the unfailing inclination remains in something
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which

1s

deviated

from

an

object,

it

may

remam

m

the

pramiil}libhasa also, which is not at all possible.
Those who are the believers of absolute nihilism think that
there is no real object like pramiil)a, because to them the usages of

pramar:a, prameya etc. are imaginary. Hence, to them, all cognitions
are false cognitions. From this it follows that all pramiil)aS are
nothing but pramii1;z'libhasa. If it is taken for granted, the nihilists
would not be in position to explain an individuals inclination
towards something. If it is taken that water if cognized as such is
illusory, why does an individual incline to have water ? From the
syllogistic argument in the form : 'this piece of cognition is valid,
as it leads to a successful inclination' (idam jiliinam yathiirtham

saphalapravrttijanakatvat), it is proved that the cognition of water
is valid.

Vacaspati Misrha is of the opinion that that terms 'pramiinam

arthavat' would mean that pramiilJa is necessary factor in the
. phenomenon

of

valid

cognition

(pramii).

That

1s

why,it

1s

maintained by Goutama at the very beginning. If pramiina becomes
non-deviated from the object (arthavyabhicari), cognizer (pramata),
cognizable entity (prameya), cognition (pramiti) become meaningful
or non-deviated to the object (arthavati ca pramii.lJe pramatll-

prameyam pramitirityiirtharthavanti bhavanti)!& If pramiil)a cannot
reveal

an

onj~ct,

i

the pramiitii etc would become meaningless

(anyatama-paye 'rthasya anupapatteb). An individual who inclines
to accept or reject 1s called a cognizer (pramiitii). The means of
proving an object 1s pramarza (Tatra yasyepsajihasaprayuktasya

pravrttih sa pramiitli. Sa yenartham praminoti tat pramii1Jam). The
object which is being proved is called prameya (yo 'rthah pramiyate

tat prameyam). The valid cogniton regarding some object is called
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pramiti

(yadarthavijfiiinam

sa pramitih).

All

types

of human

behaviour are centered around these four (catasrsu caivambidhasu
11

arthatattvam parisamlipyate).

Reality (tattva) is cognized through Pramtif)a and something is
accepted if it is conducive to happiness. If the object is not accepted
due to having some obstacles, there is at least an acceptability of the
same. If an object seems to be the cause of misery, it is rejected or
there is the possibility of rejection. The object which is not
acceptable

or

rejectable

comes

under

indifference

(upek§ii).

Pramtil)iibhasa cannot provide the cognition of reality (tattva), but
pramtil)a can easily provide.
What is called reality ? Reality is the positivity of the positive
and negativity

of the

negative. (Kim panastttvarh ? Satasca
,s.
sadbhavah astascasadbhava). When an object is cognized as sat it is
to be taken as 'as it really is', i.e. to cognize something in its true
form.

(Sat saditi grhyamca:zam yathabhutama-viparitarh

bhavati. Asaccasaditi

grhyama~am

tattvam

yathiibhutamavTparTtam tattvam

bhavati)1•9

Though reality is explained as having two qualities - positive
and negative. How is a negative fact cognized ? In reply it is said
that just as a positive qbject is revealed through lamp, the negative
I

object is not revealed. The negativity of something is cognized
through the non-apprehension of an object. An object is cognized to
be absent from the non-apprehension of it. Had it been there, it
would

have

been

seen

("satyupalabhyamane

tadanupalabdheh

pradipavat. Yatha darlakena dipena d-,;sye grhyamane tadiva yanria
grhyate

tannasti,

yadyabhavi~yadidamiva

vijfitinabhavannlistiti ")~ 0
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vyanjasyatii

U dayana defines pramii as proper discernment (sammyak

paricchitti). According to him, it is the condition of the real nature
of a thing, and it is independent of any previous perception. From
this it follows that memory-cognition does not come under the
purview

of valid

cognition

(pramii).

As

memory

IS

not

an

independent cognition, the object of it is the same as that of the
original perception which generated it. In order to exclude memory

(smrti) from valid cognition (pramii) Udayana uses the term ' anapek~a· (independent) in this definition which runs as follows.:
.

"Yathiirthanubhavo mii1Jam

anapek~atayesyate".

~~

It is well known that the N aiyayikas have accepted the
extrinsic validity of truth. (paratal;z pramiilJya) i.e. the truth of our
awareness

also

depends

on

the

successful

inclination

(saphalapravrtti) of the cognition. In terms of successful inclination
the truth of a cognition is always determined i.e. a cognition is to be
taken as true if it leads us to get something which is in our mind.
This validity Is inferred in the following way:

'pratyak~linubhutif}

pramii saphala pravrttijanakatviit' i.e. the perceptual cognition
would be true if it leads us to the successful inclination. The
cognition of water can be taken as true if it really quenches our
thirst. In the like manner the falsity of a cognition is determined on
the unsuccessful inclination (visamviidipravrtti). If the cognition of
i

water does not quench our thirst, it is to be taken as false.
Now the problem may be raised how the truth of nirvikalpaka
cognition can be determined. It is admitted that the indeterminate
cognition IS a kind of cognition having no name, universal etc. and
hence there is no relation between qualificand and qualifier. The
means applied to determine the co.gnition in the form of determinate
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(savikalpaka) cannot be applied to the indeterminate (nirvikalpaka)
one.

Because

the

criteria

(saphalapravrttijanakatva)

etc.

like

successful

inclination

are relevant to the

determinate

cognition. But the cognition having no characterstic features of an
object is in void and it has got no causal efficacy through which
validity (priimti"l}ya) can be determined.

The question may be raised how an object can exist without
having

its

characters.

By

virtue

of

being

a

cognition

the

indeterminate cognition must have some object or content of its own
as cognition without content (avi§ayaka) is an inconceivable idea.
To the Naiyayikas the content of cognition is of three fold:

Praklirata,

Vi~ayata

and Samsargata. In the case of indeterminate

cognition there remains a special type of objectivity (visayata)
called the fourth type of objectivity (Tfiriya Vi~ayata)'l-'J..which is
inexplicable in nature. In spite of this the problem of extrinsic
validity will remain the same as before. In other words, the validity
of indeterminate cognition will remain undetermined. Keeping all
these

complication

in

view

Visvanatha

does

not

accept

the

perceptibility of indeterminate cognition. The cognition 1n the form
of indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) which has no relation between
qualificand and qualifier can not be grasped through sense organ

Unanam yannirvikalpakhyam tadatindrTyamisyate)~It implies that
the indeterminate cognition is beyond sense perception.

If a cognition is beyond the reach of sense-organ, how can it
be cognized ? Is there any cognition in the ordinary word (laukika)
which is not connected with sense-organ ? Even the super normal
cognitions are somehow related to external sense-organ and inner
sense-organ (mlinas). However, a cognition without the operation of
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sense-organ

Is

impossible

for

a

If

cogmzer.

indeterminate

(nirvikalpaka) cognition is a cognition, it must be related to some
instruments like sense-organ etc. If such cognition is atindrxya as
per the view of Visvanatha, it cannot be cognition at least in the
phenomenal level. There is a possibility of such cognition, however,
in the transcendental level about which the Naiyayikas are not
concerned so far as the theory of perception in the ordinary stage

(laukika) is concerned.
It should be borne In mind that right presentative cognition

(yathartha anubhava) is classified into four - perceptual
cognition,

inferential

(anumiti),

cognition

(pratyak~a)

cognition

through

companson (upamiti) and verbal cognition (labda). The uncommon
instrumental factors of such cognitions are perception, inference

(anumiina), comparison (upamana) and verbal testimony (s'abda).
Amoung these the eldest one is Pratyakfja or perception which
Is

again

subdivided

into

two

-determinate

(savikalpaka)

and

indeterminate (nirvikalpaka). As indeterminate perception is a form
of perception, it must be the object of definition (lahjya) of the
defination

(lak~w;za)

sannika~ajanyam

which

runs

as

follows

"indriyiirtha-

jniinam pratyak~am". If it is so, nirvikalpaka must

be generated through the sense-object-contact. Otterwise it can not
be a subdivision of
Pratyak~a

Pratyak~a.

If a cognition si described as

and if the 9efinition given for

applied to it,

th~n it

is

~ot

Pratyak~a

can not be

at all a perceptual cognition. If it is not a

subdivision of perception, a cognition must be true or false. If such
indeterminate becomes true, it must be either of the four sources of
cogmzing. The Naiyayikas have incorporated it under
definition of

Pratyak~a

Pratyak~a

but

can not be applied and the method of

extrinsic validity of truth can not be applied to it.
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The description of nirvikalpaka cognition as neither true nor
false leads to another sort of paradox which is not expected from the
realistic thinkers like Nyaya for the following reasons. In the Nyaya
System of logic two value-system is always accepted and hence
there is no scope for inducing multi-valued logic. Hence a cognition
must be either true or false and like J aina there is no scope of being
indescribable (avyaktavya). In the Adaita Vedanta Logic there is the
scope of multi-valued logic as a cognition may be true or false or
different from these called anirvacanfya or indescribable. When
they accept illusion, they think that the cognition is neither existent
nor

non-existent,

but

indescribable

(sadasda-vilak§ana~

anirvacaniya). If some- thing is both existent and nonexistent, it is·
called indescrible which is the third value accepted in Vedanta. In
Nyaya

a

cognation

must

either

be

true

or

false,

but

not

indescribable. Hence, nirvikalpaka cognition by virtue of being a
cognition must be true or false, but there does not arise any question
of being indescribable, the third alternative. Hence it is very
difficult to assess the validity of such indeterminate cognition which
has got some logical justification for its acceptance but it is beyond
the range of determining its validity. We do not know the status of a
cognition which is beyond the determination of its validity. Hence
the Nyaya position can never be justified so far as the pramtif}ya is
concerned.
Excepting the
pratyak~a)

ca~e

of indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka

the N aiyayakas, in our opinion, are consistent in their

views. As there are a few defects in all most all of the definitions of

pramti given by the opponents the Nyaya concept of prama which is
very much logical and well guarded has to be accepted as a perfect
one.

***
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